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Residents, RAs receive awards
National Residence
Hall Honorary
chooses 'Of The
Month' winners for
November
By Ben Schart
STAFF WRITER

The National Residence Hall
I lonorary, in ils continuing effort
to improve residence hall life has
announced ils Of the Months

WFAL
reports
stolen
system

(OTMs) for November.
OrMs are awarded to a resident, staff member and resident
adviser who have worked to generate a feeling of community in
the residence halls.
This month, Sarah Saccany, an
R.A. in Batchelder Hall, was
picked as RA Of The Month for
helping to make Batchelder
'more dian just a residence hall.'
Saccany serves on the
Ashlcy/Batchelder Community
Hoard and assists in organizing
large hall events, mediating deci-

of West Hall over Thanksgiving

break.
'Ilie theft of a sound system
was realized last night at 'I p.m.
at the WFAL weekly meeting.
"We were in the process of
having a meeting when someone noticed that the equipment
was gone." said Steven Coco,
sophomore telecommunications major and promotions
director for WFAL
Coco contacted his general
manager and then called the
campus | ml lie
"The police came to look at
the scene and found the chain
the equipment was locked up
with and an empty six-pack of
beer." Coco said. "It looked
looked like the wire was cut.
They said they can use these as
evidence and can check for fingerprints."
Coco said the sound system,
which consisted of two large
speakers (approximately 3 feet
high), a mixer, an amplifier, dual
CD players, and a dual tape
deck, was kept in a locked basement in West Hall.
"Whoever did this seemed to
know the building and it looks
like they had keys because
everything was locked up, to our
knowledge, over break." he said.
"This equipment is valued at
around $3,000."
WFAL used the sound system
for on and off campus events.
Coco said the worst thing
about the crime is how blatant it
seems to be.
"It seems to me these people
had an agenda and enjoyed it,"
he said. "I do not understand
how people could steal from a
student organization. I can only
speculate that it was students
but if it was that is just wrong to
steal from other students."
Coco is hoping that by circulating fliers around campus the
police will be able to get some
leads.
"We have not had any leads
yet but we know someone has to
know something" he said. "This
equipment was not small and
was not easy to take."
WFAL will be offering a cash
reward for any information
leading to the arrest and convicUon of the person or persons
responsible for this crime.

Kelmes solicits information
for the Community Board about
the needs of his residents, and
how much these needs cost. I le
keeps residents informed on
improvements the Community
Board is making, and helps to
acquire items for the benefit of
residents.
Kelmes' nomination form said
he is "always looking for new and
innovative ways to improve the

"I'm just doing
what I would
want done if I
were a resident. I
hope my residents
know they can
approach me."
SARAH SACCANY, AWARD WINNER

NRHH, PAGE 2

HAUNTED
HISTORY

Stefame Sizemore

equipment from the basement

member
of
the
Ashley/Batchelder community,
and continues to have the priorities of her life in order."
Saccany said "I'm just doing
what I would want done if I were
a resident. I hope my residents
know they can approach me."
Nathan Kelmes, a resident of
Batchelder, was selected as
Resident Of The Month for his
leadership while serving on the
Ashley/Batchelder Community
Board and his dedication to hall
improvement.

LOOKING INTO OUR

MANAGING 101TOR

One of the University's radio
Millions. WEAL, is in the process
of postering the campus with
IHeni 10 help catch the person or
persons responsible for stealing

sions, and making proposals and
suggestions for the benefit of residents.
Ericka
Smith,
Secretary/Treasurer of the
NRHH, said Saccany is "an
exceptional RA and a very
strong leader. As far as someone
to represent the qualities we're
looking for, we couldn't have
made a bener choice."
The nomination form said
Saccany "shows what it is to be a
student, RA, friend, community
board member, and an overall

Historical houses
tell tales of ghosts
By Steianie Sizemore
MANAGING EDITOR

Driving by, you cannot help
but notice. The colors, the
extraordinary architecture and
the carved images make you
dream and wonder who lived
behind those doors and what
took place long ago.
The Fainted lady" and the
"Gargoyle House," each located on North Prospect Street,
are two of Bowling Green's
most unique houses with rich
but mysterious histories.
The Painted lady, 237 North
Prospect, was built for Julius
Holies, a local druggist, in 1878
by George Munshower, a
famous BG master builder.
The house was built Queen
Anne style which is more commonly known as Black Swamp
Carpenter's Gothic.
The exterior of house was
originally painted in the colors
wedgewood blue, navajo red,
cape cod gray, canary yellow,
and dauphin blue. The house
has three porches and carvings around the outside the
house include a werewolf,
flowers, fruits, vegetables and
elves.
Inside the house, ceilings
rise 12 feet on the first floor
and 10 feet high on the second
floor. Carved wood framing
edges all the windows and
doorways.
Therese Brennan, junior liberal arts major, is one of the
three residents of the Painted
Lady and thinks the house is
great.
"This house is very unique
and that's why we love to live
here," she said. "Everybody
knows what house you are
talking about when we say
that we live in the Painted
Lady."
What everybody doesn't
know is the history behind the
house.
"We hear different stories all
the time," Brennan said.
Brennan and her roommates have heard several different stories about the
house's history.

'

"We have heard that it used
to be a whorehouse or it looks
like the old whorehouses in
San Francisco. We have also
heard that it was part of the
underground railroad, which
could be true because the
basement is very strange with
a lot of different rooms," she
said. "People also say it is
haunted, which we believe."
Brennan believes this
because ever since she and her
roommates moved in two
years ago, strange thing* have
happened.
"Radios turn off and on and
stuff like that," she said. "It is
nothing to scare us away,
though. We will keep this
house as long as we are here. It
is neat being part of the history of Bowling Green."
Similar stories come from a
house located only a few
blocks from the Painted Lady:
the Gargoyle House.
Located at 126 North
Prospect, the Gargoyle House
was built for wealthy BG resident lames Kramer around
1890. It is speculated that the
house was built by the same
builder of the Painted Lady,
George Munshower.
The house was named after
the two open-mouthed, trolllike faces with bushy hair that
protrude from the house's
exterior.
According to a previous BG
News article, the house was
occupied during the early part
of the century by a justice of
the peace who used it to perform fast wedding services. It
was nicknamed "The Marry
House."
Local historian Lyle Fletcher
said at one time couples came
from all over Ohio and
Michigan to get married in
Bowling Green because there
was no three-day waiting period.
There is also rumor that in
September 1936, limmy Horfa
traveled to Bowling Green
from Detroit for a quick marH0USES.PAGE2

Ml MaatkBO News
THE PAINTED LADY: Located at 237 N. Prospect, this landmark boasts bright colors and a plaque
which describes when it was built.

HAUNTED TALES FROM B0WLIN6 GREEN
THE PAINTED LADY: "When we moved in last year,
we began to notice the radio turning on and off by
itself. No one would be around and all of sudden the
stereo would just be playing. We had no explanation."
—Therese Brennan, resident

THE GARGOYLE HOUSE:" One night one of my
roommates had two friends over. She was in the
kitchen and her friends were in the room across the
hall watching TV. She came out of the kitchen and
walked into the room. When she entered the room a
glass object that was sitting on top ot the TV. flew
into the middle ot the room and smashed. No one
was even within reaching distance of the object. It
just moved all by itself and broke."
— Monica Griffin, resident
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Courts release man
Residents, R As awarded
accused of son's death
NRHH. FROM PAGE 1

Wood County man, innocent by reason of insanity, returns
ASSOCIATED PRESS

attack that killed his son, Travis.
Wood County Common Pleas
Court fudge Reeve Kelsey granted
Sharp's release Monday after
mental health professionals testified earlier this year that Sharp
was well enough to be released.
Kelsey also ordered that Sharp
can have no contact with his former wife, Sherri, or his 6-year-old
daughter, Ashley, both of whom

A man who was accused of
killing his 1-year-old son and
beating his wife and daughter
with a hammer was released
from a psychiatric facility after
five years.
Phillip Sharp, 40, had been at a
Dayton hospital since 1995 when
he was found innocent by reason
of insanity in the Ian. 12, 1994,

were seriously injured in the
attacks.
Sharp can only return to Wood
County for a court hearing in his
case. He can't leave the state without the judge's peimission and
must take all medications prescribed by his psychiatrist.
Sharp also is required to meet
with his psychiatrist at least once
a month.

residential
facilities
in
Ashley/Batchelder Halls. He
exemplifies the qualities we look
for in exceptional residential students."
In the category of staff member(s) of the month, Perry
Franketti and Kreischer Dining
Services were selected. They
were nominated for "going
above and beyond to help create
a true living and learning community."
Kreischer Dining Services set
aside the Eight O'clock Dining

Room for students to have a
quiet study area, and sponsors
theme dinners to provide residents with a new dining experitce.
Program of the Month was
given for the MacDonald Hall
Talent Show. It was set up by
Ramona Meraz, hall director,
and her staff on Nov. 13. There
were bands, dramatic readings,
solo singers and lip.synchers.
Participants were given door
prizes. About 200 people
showed up for the event.
Each of the honorees receives
a framed certificate and letter of

appreciation from the NRHH.
Their applications will also be
sent to the National Residence
Hall Honorary regional office
where they may win further
awards for their services.
Nomination forms for NRHH
OTMs are available at front
desks of all residence halls. Any
on-campus student can nominate any person or program that
(hey think helps to improve residence hall life They are due at
the Office of Residence life bv
the Ifith of each month, and are
announced on the 25th.

Houses add local 'color' Dutch approve euthanasia
HOUSES, FROM PAGE 1

riage, and perhaps it" was at the
Gargoyle House. According to
Hoffa's 1970 autobiography, he
was married in town on a
Saturday and returned to work in
Michigan on Monday.
The house is now split into two
apartments, with the owner living on (he bottom floor and
renters inhabiting the upstairs.
Monica Griffin, 21, a Bowling
Green resident, has lived in the
Gargoyle House for the past
seven months and has loved
every minute of it
"It is a great house with a lot of

history. People drive by and stop
at our house," she said. "We hear
a lot of different stories."
Griffin wa-> not sure of the significance of the gargoyles but
according to a 1983 Ohio
Historical Preservation Office's
inventory report, the home and
the two gargoyle faces carved on
the front of it are symbols of "the
big boom of the oil discovery in
the 1890s and more affluent
times."
The report also said that the
actual faces of the house "might
serve as a connection with the
gargoyle rain spouts of Medieval
times" and may be "laughing at
or with the times."

Of all the stories Griffin has
heard she believes the house
used to be a whorehouse.
"The way the house is set up it
just looks like that is what it was
used for," she said. "There are
around 20 rooms in the house
and almost all of them were originally bedrooms."
like the Painted Lady, the
Gargoyle House is believed to be
haunted.
"Things happen all the time,
like things being moved, things
turning off and on and things
randomly breaking," she said.
"We are never scared, though,
they' are friendly towards us."
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Did You Know???
The citrus soda 7-UP was created in 1929: T was
selected because the original containers were 7
ounces. UP' indicated the direction of the bubbles...
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By Anthony Deutsch
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

THE HAGUE, Netherlands —
The Dutch parliament approved
a bill Tuesday to allow euthanasia and physician-assisted suicide, which would make
Holland the first country to formally legalize the practice.
The bill passed by a vote of
104-40. It still needs the approval
of the Senate and is expec(ed to
enter into force next year.
Advocates say the law puts the
Dutch in the vanguard of patient
rights, while opponents say it
will replace caring with killing.
"Doctors should not be treated as criminals. This will create
security for doctors and patients
alike," said Health Minister Els
Borst. who drafted the bill.
"Something as serious as end-

ing one's life deserves openness," she told The Associated
Press after the vote.
The legislation mandates
strict criteria that require doctor
and patient have a long-term
relationship, making it unavailable to foreigners who want to
travel to the Netherlands to end
their lives, a government
spokesman said.
"There is no possibility for foreigners to come here for
euthanasia," said Wijnand
Stevens of the lustice Ministry.
The bill adopts guidelines that
parliament approved in 1993,
establishing the Netherlands'
semiofficial
tolerance
of
euthanasia. Under thai policy it
was understood that doctors
who followed the guidelines
would not be prosecuted.

communication, its our goal.
help us achieve it bv letting us know what
vou think.
www.bgnews.com
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become too physically or mentally ill to decide foi themselves
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Numbers
stand HY\
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• December 9, 2000
• Reception at 550pm, Dinner at 6pm,
and Dancing from 8-12am
• Kaufman's (On Wooster)
• Semi-Formal

though euthanasia remained a
crime punishable by up to 12
yean in prison.
Under the guidelines, a
patient must be undergoing irremediable and unbearable suffering, be awareof all other medical options and have sought a
second professional opinion.
The request must be made voluntarily, persistently and independently while the patient is of
sound mind. Doctors are not
supposed to suggest it as an
option.
The new law also allows
patients to leave a wrillen
request lor euthanasia, giving
doctors the right lo use their own
discretion
when
patients
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Smurfette says

CROSSWORD

"Hey, Mr. DJ, smurf a
record on, I want to
smurf with my baby."
—From our friends at
papasmurf.org

ACROSS
1 Yojng woman
5 CoHeooir
Northamplon. MA
10 Fed
14 Onacrut&o
15 Active started
16 Stvjei McEnl.re
17 PoiXhlfcQ
struct utes
18 Estuary
19 Son?
20 VCR Dutton
22 Songs 6ung lot
lovers
24 Used an arrow Key
26 Jotestei Jay
27 "Tetephcno L.no*
grp
26 Phases
31 Attired
34 Pearcnoice
37 So long, to
Soiaoge
38 LuOncato
39 Essential
41 Caipet fiber
4? Absoljie
44 Took a look at
45 Supervise*
46 Kitchen
implements
48 Reverence
50 Fit lor picking
51 SchooHenr
56 One *n the
running
59 Hosiery shade
60 J*_
61 Fnendor Pythias
63 Bring homo the
bacon
64 Low places
65 Slur over
66 Akjonquum
language
67 Bard
68 Repair a hen
69 Headwear

www.bgnews.com/page3

And I think I'm going out of my mind.

Every Player has their Favorite Game
APRIL
ELLIOTT

The Truth Lady
I have a lot of guy friends,
and hanging around wilh ihem. I
am surrounded in their mystery.
I hate to say anything here,
hut girls, this needs to be said in
black and white.
Boys, this isn't something
I"m letting out of the bag; any
girl who's gone out any night of
the week in Bowling Green
knows what I'm talking about
I'm just providing us with
some new keyword categories.
This all started on. as my
friends would say. an Alcoholic
Barbie night. It was Oct. 10. and
it was a good night indeed. I
made new friends in two very
cool girls.
I rekindled some old relationships that had somehow gone
south and met one individual I
seemingly love to hate
On this very night. I also
learned a new way to get played
by a boy who will remain anonymous. I'd call him 'E' but that's
my nickname, so we'll let him
be.
The most important event of
the evening, however, was when
I lei the truth out aboul my
brother and his player ways.
This is. alter all. a college
town and in a college town there
is a very large arena for game.
So it is on my nights out at the
bar that I watched girls get
played and. yes. sometimes get
played myself.
And not to be harsh, there is a
lot of game in Bowling Green.
(Or. should I say a lack of
game .'I Boys, we ladies know all
about your so-called game— we
gel played when we wanna get
played. Most times, that is, no
matter what we say.
Here we go: the games that
boys play.
Candy Land — My Brother
This was a game about
matching colored squares and
finding the special cards with
candy-csque people on them.
The goal of this game was to get
the Candy Land kids safely to
the Candy Castle at the end of
the path with the help of the
Gingerbread Men from the
Cookie Patrol.

Now that they're older, these
are the boys that still have a
sweet tooth, the ones who want
to become King of their Candy
Castle. These same boys got
their posse of boys by their
sides, helping them have game.
These boys have a girl silting
next to a phone somewhere waiting for their boys to call them
when he's done with you. This
game only takes minutes to play,
and it's for ages three and up. So
fellas, learn to last longer and
learn a game in which girls
haven't mastered every move.
Chutes and Ladders
This is a game little hoys like
to play. too. But these ones are a
little too cool to be Candy Land.
These boys tell you straight up
that they've got a girl, and their
girls all know about each other.
Due to the nature of the
game, he climbs up one when he
does something good, and a
naughty deed slides him right
back down another I'm not too
sure which he'll do to you.
Hi Ho Cherry-O
The object for players of this
game is to be the first to yell "HI
HO! CHHRRY-O!." and get ten
cherries in his bucket. Because
of that, these boys are out for
conquests pure and simple.
Sadly, they usually travel in
groups of boys. In fact, they're
usually a house of six boys who
compare stats after long weekends. They're just itching to see
who had the most, who gets to
yell first.
Stay away from these ones,
girls. All their other friends have
bets laid on who'll gel the next
STD or who'll knock up a 'cherry' first.

Clue
Like all other boys who play
games, these ones need to get
out.
This game is enjoyable to
watch as a spectator, so just sit
back and remember the board
that is Clue.
These boys usually stick to
parties, or they use the entire BG
bar scene. They go from room to
room, house to house, or bar to
bar with different pick-up lines
for different girls. If you sit back
long enough, (or boys-if you're
friends with these sorts of players) you'll notice that they
always go back to bars, parties
and rooms.
All that ends when they finally, through the process of elimination or through pure dumb
luck, find the right combination
or room, weapon (pick-up line)

and character.
You know, the three stiff
cards in the manila envelope
marked confidential. In other
words, that one girl in that one
room that fall for the right line
and lets them take her home for
the night. That is. until the next
night, when the board is ready
for one more pick-up mystery.
Perfection

These boys are creepy!
They stick to one girl all
night. They think that she's the
prettiest thing around and they
don't let go.
All night they try and try to
get all the right pieces in all the
right spots. But they always pick
the wrong girl (the one who is
totally not interested) and waste
way too much time. Because by
the end of the night she snaps,
hits her bar. has all her pieces in
the right spots, and then ...

POP!
His pieces go flying everywhere. That sends him home
alone, lost all his game.
And the lady? She's in her
nice warm bed. relaxed and dccreepified!

Go Fish!
These boys have one card left
in their hands, and they spend
the whole night searching for
that one special girl.
More simply put. the one that
says yes and gives in, has the
card that he needs to make his
last match.
In other words, the only girl
of the evening who didn't tell
him to "Go Fish!"

describe them. They arc the
worst kind of players because
they claim to have no game.
For all you boys who are
looking at this list and don't see
a category for yourselves, it
might be that you're like my
friend Slim and Sexy. Cause
according to my sister he. like
you, got no game.
Don't get me wrong. No
game's good. Girls like boys
who actually have no game. But
not you boys who claim to have
no game six ways to Sunday.
Cause if you don't have it. you
don't need to say it. we can tell.
We appreciate a gameless boy
every now and then. Not to say
that boys with game have it all
the time, games are scheduled—
they have a time and a place.

DOWN
1 Abrupt
nihelalions
2 Asmov ol sci-ft
3 Happen aga n
and again
4 Roped

And all this from one night of
too many amarctto sours, a night
when the nickname Alcoholic
Barbie should have been coined.
Almost two months later my
brother is still Candy Land, and
boys seem to have more game
now than ever before.
There is perhaps one kind of
player that eluded my list, and
it's Mr. Anonymous himself.
The only reason his kind escapes
persecution is because there is
no game devious enough to
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6 Piesbyienan
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7 Wasted time
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9 Hilton chain
10 Voiced pern
the answer lo 1 Down?
11 California cape
12 Fit
Fear not, faithful reader.
13 Voles agarsi
We have the answers, and are
21 Building aOciUon
23 Himalayan
quite willing to part with them.
kingdom
25 Ear pail
All you need lo do is check the
28 Farm measure
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PROBLEMS?

Cleveland 30 /37

?K— =T

EXTIRPATE
Pronunciation: ek-st&r"pAt
Function: verb
Etymology: Latin exstirpatus, past participle of
exsiirpare
Date: 1535
la: to destroy completely: WIPE OUT b: to pull
up by the root
2: to cut out by surgery
3: ripping out a heart?
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SAY WHAT?!

"I'm so
happy
because today
I found
my friends."
Kurt Cobain,
Nirvana,
"Lithium"
A TRUE AMERICAN
LEGEND, POET AND
FLICKERING LIGHT
THAT BURST ACROSS
THE MUSICAL SKY
LIKE FIREWORKS ON
THE FOURTH OF JULY
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fall semester 2000!
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Monopoly
Ahh, the master.
Mr. Moneybags himself.
He's got more game than
even he knows what to do with,
but all us ladies would love to
take a Chance
with him.
Although, that does risk dipping
into the Community Chest.
No matter. He's got two
hotels on Boardwalk, and you
(supposedly) get $200 just for
passing go.
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BUSH CONSIDERS DEMS FOR CABINET
AUSTIN, Texas (AP) — George W Bush is "on track" in
planning a new government, one that would include
Democrats in key positions, aides suggested Tuesday.
But Bush aides said that it appears unlikely that Bush
will name any prospective Cabinet appointments
before the Supreme Court has a cliance to hear his case
Friday.

OPINION

WIRE EDITORIAL

Congress should standardize ballots
SAN MARCOS. Texas - Twenty
days after the Nov. 7 presidential
election. Florida Secretary of State
Katherine Harris finally certified
the vote totals there and declared
Texas Gov. George W Bush the
winner of the state's 25 electoral
votes. Bush won by 537 votes out
of six million cast However, the
bitterly partisan dispute — over
butterfly ballots, dimpled chads,
whose votes should count and
whose should not — is not over.
Gore will contest the certification,
which left out some ballots in

Miami Dade and Palm Beach
counties, and Bush's lawyers will
argue before the U.S. Supreme
Court that the Florida Supreme
Court overstepped its authority
by giving counties more time to
count ballots by hand. For now,
Americans will have to tolerate
the sniping, protests and recriminations: they should not let it
happen again.
Congress should require all
states to use the same straightforward ballot design in future
national elections. The systemic

YOU DECIDE
Do you think the federal
government should mandate a uniform style of ballot? Let us know what you
think at bgnews@listproc.bgsuedu

problems that plagued the
Florida election were not confined to its borders; the state only

got intense scnitiny because the
presidency hinged upon the
results there. As Charles Costello
of the Carter Center told The New
York Times. "Technical problems
become hugely magnified when
the stakes are large and the results
close." Such technical problems
should not be allowed to interfere
with the choices of citizens. Other
countries such as Canada use a
standard ballot where voters
mark their preference with a simple X. and Canada has yet to suffer
the mockery of the world for

bungling democracy. The United
States can ensure the voting rights
of all citizens by passing this simple reform.
Voting should not be a measure
of citizens' intelligence but of
whom they want to represent
them. It is fashionable among
Republicans to mock Palm Beach
voters who misread their "butterfly ballots" and voted either for
the wrong candidate or even for
more than one. These same
Republicans would be wailing if
thousands of conservative voters

accidentally punched the hole
beside Ralph Nader's name. This
time around, Democrats were
burned by an allegedly confusing
ballot design. Next time, however,
such problems could trip up
Republicans. For this reason, a
nationally standardized ballot
design should command biparti
san support. If Americans are
weary of the Florida circus, they
might remember that none of this
had to happen and that Congress
can make sure it never happeas
again.

Impeach the president-elect PEOPLE This isn't much of
ON THE STREET
an electoral crisis

They counted. They recounted.
They recounkil ugain — by
hand.
Maddeningly enough to those
in the Al Core camp. Texas Gov.
George \V. Bush maintained his
sliver of a lead in the Sunshine
State.
They could keep counting and
counting and counting — by
hand or foot or any other
appendage — until November
2004. But when the dust cleared.
Bush would still be ahead by five
or six votes On the plus side.
Sesame Street" will be able to
continue to milk this electoral
fiasco for free publicity.
It's only a matter of days before
(.any King has the Count as a
guest on his program. Before you
know it, we'll no longer have to
worry about public broadcasting
eating away our hard-earned tax
dollars
But alas, the vote was certified
Sunday, and Bush has Florida's 25
electoral votes, giving him the
presidency. Of course. Gore will
be mounting a legal challenge,
contesting the results in a few
Democratic counties.
It so turns out. The Associated
Press informs us, that uncounted
ballots not filed by the deadline
might give Gore the edge. But still,
it'll be an uphill struggle for the
vice president.
Gore is pursuing a legal challenge because he sincerely wants
to ensure that every vote counts

JOSEPH S.
PETE

even bother to interrupt the network debut of "Titanic" for what
was probably a historic moment.
But personally, I grimaced
while watching the address on
CNN. My stomach has turned at
the aristocratic smugness of Bush
throughout this entire electoral
fiasco. He seems to think he's
"won" this election, because he
"received more votes." What nonsense.
Bush believes it was all over at
about 2:30 a.m. Nov. 8. Yeah, it was
a crazy night, but even under the
fuzziest math. 270 equals 270.
Like the backbiting jackals of the
media, he's attacked the networks
for causing all this confusion by
irresponsibly calling Florida too

U-Wire columnist

— except, of course, absentee ballots cast by military personnel in
favor of Bush.
Bush has also stood firm on
principle. Throughout his campaign, he expressed skepticism
about Washington, the federal
government and judicial activism.
So he's filed a brief with the U.S.
Supreme Court to have Gore
gains in the manual recount
thrown out.
But he trusts the people —
unless of course they're
Democratic election officials in early.
Let's think this over. The netPalm Beach or Miami-Dade.
And in making their cases, both works call states by conducting
sides prattle on about "the will of exit polls, asking people who they
the American people" or "the will voted for after they exit polling
of the voting public." For the love stations. More than 22.000 ballots
of all that is good and holy, 48 per- intended for Gore were thrown
cent of voters sided with Gore, 48 out. Bush's lead is 500-some votes.
percent with Bush — neither has Yes indeed, that's journalistic
any right to talk about popular inaccuracy for you. That's the
Chicago Tribune announcing that
mandates.
But Bush seems to have hob- Dewey is the next president.
In four years, you can bet that
bled together a slim victory in the
Electoral College. Sunday, he gave I'll be at a voting booth to oust his
his acceptance speech, which fraudulency from office — by votstrung together every cliche in the ing for as many other candidates
book like beads on some hippie's as possible.
necklace. It was truly a touching
Joseph S. Pete writes for the
moment.
Of course, nobody cares any Indiana Daily Student at Indiana
longer — no one at all. NBC didn't University.
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"Depending on what
they stole, I would
turn them in because
it's wrong, not just for
the money."

I am very, very disappointed by
this election crisis.
At first it seemed like a real,
potentially violent catastrophe
Everybody was freaking out.
Newspapers and networks were
packed with stories of voter fraud
and recounts and missing ballots
and strange ballot designs that
confused thousands of retirees
Protesters filled the streets of
Florida It was wonderful.
The next week I went to a conference where David Sanger of
The New York Times and Michael
Isikoff of Newsweek confirmed
my hopes. They said we were in a
crisis they couldn't see a way out
of. and might not be resolved for
months
Then I came home and stum bled across an article that
shocked me. It said there wasn't a
crisis at all. It claimed that the
election "crisis" was just a the
normal process of dealing with
an extremely close election. It
said all the things that have happened are to be expected in a
close race, and it can't be considered a crisis until something happens like Florida sending two sets
of electors or Clinton refusing to
step down.
I ignored the column at the
time, but now that a relatively
peaceful end to the presidential
election is in sight. I'm starting to
think it was right.
First, the tally in Florida was
close enough to require an
immediate recount, which Bush
won by a tiny margin. There was
nothing odd about this except
the tiny difference between Bush
and Gore. Then, as everyone
expected, Bush gained some
votes from absentee ballots.
Then the hand recounts began.
These provided a bit more entertainment due to the various court
battles. However, they were ultimately disappointing because
they didn't change the outcome.
The Gore campaign is trying to
prolong things by pointing out
that Miami-Dade County
stopped its hand recounts, and
that if it had continued, and Core
had kept gaining votes at the
same proportion as he had in the
precincts that had been recounted by hand, he would have gotten about 600 votes, enough to
win. However, as a Wall Street
Journal op-ed piece pointed out,
the precincts that had been
counted were overwhelmingly
pro-Gore in a county that he won
with merely 53 percent of the
vote. The rest of the county was
basically split in half, so it was
unlikely that Core would have

JEFF
211 ARNETT
Opinion editor
gained anywhere near 600 votes
from it.
So. anyway, the recount thing is
close to dead now. No matter
how the court cases turn out.
Gore probably won't have
enough votes to win. He's still try
ing hang onto a moral victory
by'dimpled" or "pregnant" chads,
ballot holes that have been poked
a bit but not enough to tear any
part of them from the ballot. The
problem is, they're considered
too ambiguous to count as a vote
everywhere but Texas
Anyway. I'm disappointed that
it's all ending so peacefully. Tliere
was a lot of hype, but not anything that could honestly be
called a crisis The tension of the
last month is tlie product of a
hyperactive news industry and
impatient people. Just listen to
people talk about it. Comments
like. "How will we ever resolve
this situation?" are vastly outnumbered by, "When will they
end this @#*&! election?"
In fact, the situation seems to
have gotten so boring that I wish
we didn't have the Electoral
College. A lot of people seem to
think that if we just went by the
popular vote, this would all be
over. Even eastern European excommunists and African dictators come on American television
and radio to ridicule it.
Actually, the Electoral College Is
the Oiing that's keeping it all from
really hitting the fan. Though Al
Gore seems to have handily won
the popular vote by 200.000
votes. However, that's approximately .2 percent of the total
vote. There were five times as
many absentee ballots sent out in
California. If the popular vote
were the important number, the
stuff that's happening in a few
states could be happening in
every single state of the Union.
That would be great. Instead,
we have an anticlimactic battle in
Florida that looks to resolve itself
over a month and a half before
inauguration. It puts a new spin
on the slogan I've seen on fliers
around campus, that sometimes
if you ignore a problem, it will go
away. Sometimes, no matter how
much attention you pay to it, it'll
still go away.
JeffAmett can be reached at
amettj@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
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HEAD START WORKERS STRIKE IN CANTON
CANTON, Ohio — Head Start workers went on strike
Tuesday against the preschool program at six locations
in Canton and nearby communities. About 200 striking
workers were s^ eking higher pay and a longer school
year from the Stark County Community Action Agency's
Head Stan program.

Judge opens Cinci
hearing to public
By John Nolan
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

CINCINNATI — A judge ruled
Tuesday that a deposition being
taking in a 37-year-old slaying
should be open to the public.
Attorneys
for
Michael
Wehrung, who is accused of
killing his high school girlfriend
in 1963, wanted the public to be
excluded when a former
reporter, Tom Schell, was questioned about his interviews with
Wehrung. They argued that
Schell's testimony could sway
public sentiment.
Wehrung, 53, was charged in
May with second -degree murder
in the death of Patricia Ann
Rebholz. He has pleaded innocent.
The E.W Scripps Co., which
owns WCPO-TV and other news
organizations,
had
asked
Common Pleas Judge Patrick
Dinkelacker to allow its reporters
to cover Schell's deposition,
which was scheduled tor 1 p.m.
Dinkelacker heard arguments
and made his ruling mum cttately before Schell was to give his
testimony.
Prosecutors argued that they

needed to take Schell's deposition now because he might die
before the case goes to trial.
Schell, who now lives in
California, has health problems.
His testimony, prosecutors
said, is important because he
was a reporter for WCPO-TV at
the time of the slaying and he
talked to Wehrung.
Scripps' attorney Christie
Reilly argued that the Ohio
Supreme Court has ruled that the
public has the right to witness all
criminal proceedings.
Defense attorney lames Perry
told Dinkelacker that depositions are generally done in private Moreover, he said, Scripps
filed its motion for an open
deposition on Monday, giving
him inadequate time to prepare
a reply
Wehrung has appealed the
murder charge to the Supreme
Court, arguing that he should he
tried as a juvenile because he was
15 when Rebholz died.
Prosecutors argue that an
Oluo law enacted in 1997 allows
the state to try Wehrung as an
adult because be was not arrested as a juvenile.

At -40 degrees Centigrade a
person loses about
14.4 calories per hour
by breathing. -4

NATION
Rafters' deaths probed
By Kristtm Hayes
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRIUR

UNIONTOWN, Pa. — Rafting
novice Willie Pate followed the
rules of river rafting the day he
drowned.
The 46-year-old Cleveland man
wore a lifejacket and a helmet,
and climbed into an inflatable
kayak with an experienced rafter
— his girlfriend Shelly Gordan, 37,
also of Cleveland.
But Pate was one of three people who died at or near Dimple
Rock on the Youghiogheny River
this year, the first deaths there
since 1996. Gordan testified
Tuesday at a coroner's inquest in
Fayette County court examining
the deaths and whether the rock
should l>e modified or destroyed.
Gordan said she and Pate lis
tened as outfitters explained the
dangers of riding the rapids of
river before they took their rented
equipment on the water for a day
of lun lunc 27.
But in seconds, their kayak
Hipped near Dimple Rock, a massive boulder where many boats
flip and some people have
drowned Gordan said Tuesday
that before she knew what was
happening. Pate drowned.
"I only go two or three times a
year," she said. "That's my joy,
Whitewater rafting. I've been
going (to the Youghiogheny River)
since I was 13 years old."
leff Scholl, 32, of Pottstown.
retrieved Pate from the river that
day. He and William SchaUes, 46,

Associated Press photo

DEADLY ROCK: The Youghiogheny River swirls around Dimple Rock near Ohiopyle, Pa., on Monday. The
Fayette County Coroner's Office began an inquest Tuesday into the deaths of three Whitewater rafters on
the river earlier this year. The inquest will focus on whether this tank-sized rocks caused the deaths.
of Pottstown, were leading a
group of first-time rafters on the
river when they heard Gordan
screaming for help.
Schalles said he had talked to
Pate and Gordan earlier that day.
"1 think he was a little scared at
being out there," Schalles said.
lim Greenbaum, an equipment
manager for White Water

Adventures, the company that
rented Pale, id Gordan lliein afting equipment, said rafters are on
their own after they rent equipment and hear a standard safetv
talk.
He said people who miss the
talk are in the same position as
novice skiers who avoid skiing
school.

Officials from Ohiopyle State
Park, the state Department of
Conservation
and
Natural
Resources and national watersports groups say the deaths at
Dimple Rock do not mean it
should be modified or destroyed.
They say any change could make
way for other hazards because the
river's natural Dow would change.
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• Teach hands-on science workshops
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State Farm changes policies
By Dave Carpenter
«P BUSINESS WR.TER

CHICAGO — State Farm, the
nation's largest automobile insurer, plans to scrap its across-theboard discount for all vehicles
with air bags and instead offer
staggered rate cuts for vehicles it
says are the safest — including big
cars, pickup trucks and some
sport utility vehicles.
The change would result in no
more than a $50-a-year difference
in insurance costs, State Farm
said.
Consumer safety experts
mmediately criticized State
Farm's move Tuesday, saying it
will penalize drivers of smaller
vehicles who may not be able to
afford large ones and are more
likely to be hurt in a crash.
But the Bloomington-based
insurer said its new pricing program, which discounts the medical portion of coverage by up to
40 percent, accurately reflects its
safety data It will cut rates for
vehicles that generate the fewest
injury claims for occupants. The

medical portion of coverage
accounts for only 10 percent to 20
percent of the average policyholder's total premium, State Farm
said.
"This is not about big cars and
little cars, it's about safer cars,"
company spokesman Dick
Luedke said. "Cars that produce
the fewest injuries are the type of
car you shouldn't pay as much to
insure."
Along with some larger models,
including SUVs and pickup
trucks, big autos such as some
Acuras, BMWs, Mercedes-Benzes
and Jaguars also fall under that
category. The Ford Explorer,
Nissan Pathfinder, leep Cherokee
and Chevy Blazer do not.
State Farm has for years given
discounts of up to 30 percent for
vehicles with both driver and passenger air bags. The discount is
offered to owners on the portion
of their premium covering personal injuries to occupants.
Since all new cars now have air
bags, the insurer decided to base
the rate discount on which makes
and models generated the fewest

ON THE NET:
STATE FARM:
httpyAvww.statefarm.com
CONSUMER FEDERATION OF
AMERICA: Mtp //www
consumerfed.org

injury claims from accidents. The
biggest discount, 40 percent, will
go to drivers of such vehicles.
Those with air bags that offer the
least protection to occupants will
receive 20 percent discounts.
These vehicles tend to be smaller,
like the Ford Contour, Chevrolet
Cavalier and many popular
Japanese models.
Vehicles that generate injury
claims in the mid-range will
receive a 30 percent discount
1. Robert Hunter, director of
insurance for the Consumer
Federation of America, called the
new pricing plan unfair to most
drivers.
"If 1 have a tank. I'll get the
biggest discount," he told The

New York Times. "But I'll be
smashing into people, killing and
maiming them at a much higher
rate than if I were in a smaller car."
Research has shown that light
trucks, including SUVs and pickups, are more likely than cars to
kill the other driver in a crash.
Trucks tend to weigh more, have
higher hoods and suffer frames
than cars.
State Farm says its database
shows that large vehicles are
involved in fewer crashes.
"While it is generally true that
when a big car hits a little car it is
going to inflict more damage,
what we have found is that accidents involving bigger cars tend
to be less frequent," Luedke said.
"So the increased severity is offset
by the decreased frequency."
The discounts, which will go
into effect Jan. 1, will be applied to
about half the 37 million cars
insured by State Farm — 1994 and
later models, according to
Luedke The air bag discount will
be phased out for 1988 to 1993
models.

ONE BEDRQQM APARTMENTS;
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109 N Main Si »H Located above Call of Cuyoft
IMS Main Si «I 10 Located above Wizard Gnphics

Parents blamed for lu-year-old's death

fret water and sewei Hi lideoi i>a>> electric i«il>'
II4S Main Si INI&I2 Located above Wizard Graphics
Resident pays all utilities
117 N. Main Si »I-K» Located above a downtown business

Resident pays all utilities

By Jeffrey Bair
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

128 W WoosterSi °< F located above a downtown business
Free watei and sewei Resident pays electric only!

TWO BEDROOM APTSr DUPLEXES &
HOI SIS
'II s Main Si IfA&B unlurnishcd apartments located above a
businesi Large roorru
315 1/2 S Main St unfurnished uppei apartment. Wood deck.
319 S. Main St fwo HOT) unfurnished pan of a house.
Huge bedroom upstairs
507 & 525 F Merry St furnished apartments Across from

campus Free water & sewer

THREE BEDROOM HOUSES AND APTS.
315 S Main St: Unfurnished two story house Hardwood
floors I.H.V rooms
317 S Main St: Unfurnished two story part of a house.
Bedrooms upstairs

LyjNEW9V]
Rentals

l

^,Ss'

352-5620
. nc>v|t>MTcaltycom

\

PITTSBURGH — A 16-year-old
girl with diabetes who died as her
family prayed for her wasn't
mature enough to reject doctors
on her own, the state Supreme
Court ruled. It upheld the convictions of her parents.
Shannon Nixon died at her
Altoona home on June 27,1996, of
complications from diabetes,
including severe dehydration. Her
blood sugar level was 18 times the
normal level at her death.
In the 7-0 ruling made public
Tuesday, Justice Stephen Zappala
rejected the defenses that
Shannon was a "mature minor"
and that taking her to a doctor
would have violated her privacy.

Her parents, Dennis and Lorie
Nixon, were convicted of involuntary manslaughter in 1997. They
were each sentenced to 2 1/2 to
five years in prison but have been
free during their appeals.
They belong to a Blair County
branch of the Faith Tabernacle
Church, which advocates faith
healing over modem medicine. It
also has branches in New Jersey
and Philadelphia
The Nixons based the defense
in part on a Tennessee case in
which courts ruled authorities
could consider factors beyond a
child's age, including experience,
education and maturity, in deciding when a child could forgo med ical treatment.
Zappala said Pennsylvania law-

makers spelled out situations in
which a child can direct his or her
care, for example by making
exceptions for treatment for pregnancy, drug abuse and venereal
disease.
Nixon's attorneys said forcing
Shannon to see a doctor would
have violated her constitutional
guarantee of privacy. But Zappala
said the question is irrelevant
because of the state's "compelling
interest" in protecting a child's life.
Justice Ralph Gappy filed a separate opinion saying the "mature
minor" defense might work in
other cases, when a child understood his or her ailment and the
possible outcomes of treatment.
The couple has 11 other children. Another child, 8-year-old

Clayton, died in 1991 of what
authorities said was a treatable
ear infection.
Doctors said Shannon would
have lived with insulin. Her family
prayed over her bed, read from
the Bible and, during a trip to
church, coated her body with oil.
Authorities have said at least
nine Pennsylvania children of
Faith Tabernacle churchgoers
have died of treatable illnesses
since 1983. Last year, a judge in
Philadelphia sentenced a couple
to 17 years of probation for letting
their 22-month-old son, a hemophiliac, bleed to death in 1997.
The judge also ordered them to
find a doctor for their other children.

Seniors
Want a Free
Spring Break Trip?

I
Have your senior picture
taken and Carl Wolf
Studio will automatically
enter you in a drawing to
win a free trip to Cancun
on Spring Break!
Call 372-8643 to schedule
your sitting during the week
of Nov. 27 - Decl
-
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NORWEGIAN ROYALTY TO READ FAIRYTALES
OSLO, Norway (AP) — She's a real princess, and even
tried sleeping on a pea to test the old tale. According to
national Norwegian media, Princess Martha Louise,
the 29-year-old daughter of King Harald V and Queen
•Sonja, is recording 10 programs of children's fairy tales
for broadcast by the state television network NRK.
•!

WORL I)

Canada escapes vote recount
1

By David Crary
ASSOCIATE!) PRESS WHITE*

, OTTAWA — lean Chretien had
exhorted voters to "Remember
Florida," and they heeded his
I message, delivering a no-recountneeded election victory that gave
'the prime minister's Liberal Party
a third straight majority government.
, The outcome placed Chretien
among the most successful
.Canadian politicians of all time,
i yet it also highlighted the nation's
.bitter East-West divide. The
.Liberals were trounced by the
conservative Canadian Alliance in
the three western provinces, but
the Alliance failed to impress the
more populous last.
For Chretien, prime minister

since 1993, it was a personal triumph. He had risked a backlash
by calling an election less than 3
1/2 years into his five-year term,
and leaders of the four opposition
parties hoped to deprive him of
an outright majority in the 301seat House of Commons.
The Liberals gained seats,
improving from 161 to 173. The
Canadian Alliance improved from
58 seats to 66, but its dreams of a
breakthrough in pivotal Ontario
fizzled — it won just two of the
103 seats in the most populous
province, compared to 100 for the
Liberals.
In one of many Election Day
allusions to the deadlocked U.S.
presidential election, 1 lealth
Minister Allan Rock — an easy reelection winner in Toronto —

exulted over the Alliance's
unthreatening showing.
"They can look at all the dimpled chads they want," he said.
The liberals lost a few seats in
the West, but more than compensated with gains in the Atlantic
provinces and, most surprisingly,
in Quebec. The Liberals picked up
eight scats in the mostly Frenchspeaking province to evenly split
Quebec's seats 37-37 with the separatist Bloc Quebecois.
The Bloc, which hopes eventually to win a referendum on
seceding from Canada, received
40.5 percent of the Quebec votes,
compared to 43.6 percent for the
Liberals.
"This shows that Quebeckers
want to turn the page, that we

want to go forward as a country
together," said lohn Rae, one of
Chretien's campaign managers.
The Bloc leader, Gilles Duccppe,
refused to abandon the dream of
independence.
"The struggle of the people of
Quebec sometimes passes by
roads that are very difficult," he
said. "But in my most deepest
soul 1 know Quebec will one day
be a country—our country"
The deputy premier of Quebec,
Bernard Landry, said Tuesday he
was heartened that the Bloc
increased its share of popular
votes from 38 percent in 1997. But
Associated Press photo
he declined to predict the timing
of a new independence referen- KISS OF VICTORY: Canada's Prime Minister Jean Chretien kisses
dum, saying, "We will have a refer- his wife Aline during his victory speech in Shawinigan, Quebec on
endum when we will win."
Monday. Chretien won his third consecutive majority government.
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The Bowling Green Mute University Chapter
nl the NAACP
proudly presents the

Phi Mu Is Proud to Announce
Our Newly Initiated Members!
Heather Garrepy
Christina ( « n/.iltv
)illi.in Kirchcn
Melissa Bcyd
Hi Hid.is Converse
Laura Mucld
jasmine forrester
Natasha Orneias
Bethany Wharton
Nicole Grimm
Melissa Wilkins
Toni Martine*
Kristin Walker
Kari Novotny
bin Sludct
I isa Wharton
Stephanie Williams
Melissa Rossin
Stephanie Goudward
Kiisty Be bb
Kim Clary
Christv Forbes
Katie PawI.il,

Jay Smith M.D.
Back, Neck & Limb Pain
Headaches & General Medicine
Accepting New Patients
Immediate Appointments Available

4th Annual Mr. and Miss
NAACP Kxtravaganza

354-6166

"Celebrating the Past"
Sunday, December 3rd, 2000
Obcamp 101
7pm. tlnnrs open ,il 6pm

llors d'oeurVef served
Price - S5 tor dues paid members,
FORMAL ATTIRE ***

(DM (DM (DM (DM (DM <DM (DM <DM <DM (DM

n

Tickets on Sale Now!t!!!!!!i!!!
Okcamp l-oobj 12 noon until 5pm Monday-Prida)
Gel Yours Karl)!
Vnj Questions < ;ill 372-1152')

]□
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epsi Showdown Saturday
2
DECEMBER

FIRST BDD FANS AT HOCKEY WITH CDIJPDN FROM
BASKETBALL RECEIVE PEPSI SHOWDOWN SAT. T-SHIRT

^K WDM EM'S BASKETBALL
vs. DETROIT
TRDIT MERCY
1
LIH

PM, ANDERSON ARENA

I

■ ■ ■■ ■

—i ■-

Hffi

:

S?rS*'iHaSSSi

MEN'S BASKETBALL

vs. DuguESNE
3:3DPM, ANDERSDN ARENA
8ffiiHB9EBKNH*)E.

BG5U HOCKEY VS.
1
I

■-.-..■■'•■

'

MICHIGAN STATE
7PM,

BG

ICE ARENA

(ALSO FRI. VS. MSU AT 7PM)
STUDENTS FREE WITH VALID I.D.
CAUL 1 -S77-BGSU-TICKET
WWW.BGSUFALCDNS.CDM

4? Game On.
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HOCKEY: BIG WEEKEND VERSUS MICHIGAN STATE AWAITS

Saturday to offer BG
sports tripleheader
This Saturday will offer a
Falcon sports marathon that
could last up to ten hours.
Need a way to cure those coldweather blahs that inevitably
occur in the month between
Thanksgiving and Christmas? Or
do you just want an excuse to
procrastinate in studying for your
six final exams? Well, look no further than your own back yard.
At 1 p.m.. the women's basketball team will host Detroit Mercy
at Anderson Arena, looking to
push their 2-2 record back above
500. At 3:30, the men's team
takes to the court against
Duquesne.
The day's action will conclude
at the ice arena, where the Falcon
hockey team will take on
Michigan State at 7 p.m.

ERIK
CASSANO
Staff Writer
"Papa Cass"

Do the
math: Cavs
are a better
team
1 am ajournalism major. I work
with words I make no claim to
understand mathematical functions more complex than multiplication tables. But I know
improvement when I see it. and
the Cleveland Cavaliers' 9-5 start
is a clear case of addition by subtraction.
When the Cavs acquired
Shawn Kemp three years ago. it
was supposed to hail the arrival
of the "real NBA' in Cleveland.
That taste of greatness that Cavs
fans had when Michael Jordan or
Larry Bird would come into the
Coliseum and do the Mexican
Hat Dance all over any strand of
hope the Cavs harbored for an
upset. That thunder was supposed to be in the Cavs' comer in
the (.mill Arena era.
One problem: Shawn Kemp,
while a great talent, is not Jordan
or Bird. Or Magic Johnson. Or
Isiah Thomas. Or any player that
was great not only because he
himself was spectacular, but
because he demanded it of his
teammates.
Kemp ranks much more on the
level of Shaquille O'Neal in that
he can (or did) do everything on
the floor with brute athletic force,
but when you try to make a club
"his team," something is missing.
Usually that something ultimately winds up being a championship ring.
Luckily for Shaq. Phil Jackson
accepted the coaching job in Los
Angeles, and gave Shaq a crash
course in the whole Zen-philosophy approach that permeated
the Chicago Bulls' dynasty. It gave
Shaq and Kobe Bryant something to latch onto. Also a brigade
of role players like Ron Harper
followed Jackson over from
Chicago, making the Lakers
deeper and more experienced.

But I'm digressing.
So. we know Kemp was dealt,
clearing a whole bunch of salary
in the coming years. However,
also traded was the undisputed
grand exalted sultan of clueless
basketball in Cleveland. Bob
Sura.
Heaving 28-foot three pointers
with 20 seconds on the shot
clock, and then fouling whichever defender grabbed the long
rebound got old really quick.
And I won't even get into the
Jason Williams syndrome that
Sura came down with. Williams
looks bad enough chucking a
half-court bounce pass out of
bounds when he could have simply taken two more dribbles
upcourt and made a nice, crisp,
boring,
conventional,
lowturnover-probability chest pass,
so how bad did the non-assist
inclined Sura look trying to prove
he could do it?
Sura and Kemp have both
/
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Volleyball ends season with 21-9 record
yNtckHurm

De Walle said. "Once we accomplished that, we were unable to

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

shift our focus onto Kent.
Even a speeding locomotive
comes to a stop at some point.

was a lack of aggressiveness at

What really hurt the Falcons

For the BG volleyball team,

the net in game one. BG had

that last stop was Kent State. The

trouble blocking on their front

Falcons season came to a close
as Kent upset BG in the quarter-

line, something that had not

final

Mid-

winning streak. With the lack of

American
Conference
Tournament 7-15. 15-3. 10-15.

blocking, it enabled KSU to

round

of

the

15-17.
The loss snapped the Falcons
eight match win streak, as well
as the hearts of the BG players.
Everything was going right for

been a problem during their

bring an even offensive attack.
Five Golden Flash players made
the double-digit compartment
In kills. Sarah Kutschinkski lead
Kent with 16. followed by teammates Carrie McEnery and

BG up to that point. They won a
piece of the East Division crown

Shiva Davis with 14.

and seemed unbeatable, winning all but three games in the

now," Davis said "We're on a roll

eight match streak.
"It's hard because we had a
great opportunity." said BG
junior setter Natalie Becker.
"Everything was going our way
and we were playing so well and
togetner. Then il just slips
through our fingers and you
never know if you'll have an
opportunity like that again."
BG coach Denise Van De
Walle parallels the season to her

"We are really confident right
and we're happy with the way
we're playing. Bowling Green
came out and played a great
match. It took our confidence to
stick with it."
The Falcons wished the
whole night could have been
NdMllJrNfetoKHM

like game two, which they totally dominated. At one point. BC

ALL GOOD THINGS...: JoAnna Papageorgiou. senior, laments the end of her Falcon career.

lead the match 13-0. BG s front
line once again came back to life

ing the team with 21 digs to

stuffing Kent back and forth.
"The way that we played in

become the all-time leading digger in a single season with 462.

the second game is the way we

She also set a Falcon record with

know we can play," Van De Walle
said. We were very aggressive."

ready to play."
Kent's best performance came

and despite two match points by
the Falcons, won the game and

in game three and four as they

match 17-15.

the highest dig per game average

came out to early leads in both
games and were able to control

come to a close at 21-9. The

On the night, junior middle

at 4.28.
T thought we were going to

the Falcons scoring attack. When
it looked as though BG was done

JoAnna Papageorgiou and Krista

season championships.

hitter Caty Rommeck lead the

win," said BG junior outside hitter

for good, the Falcons came back

Davis. The MAC will name its

"It seemed like our focus the
last third of the season was to

team with 21 kills. Freshman

Shyann Robinson. We were bet-

from a 8-13 deficit in game four to

Player of the Year and Freshman

Susie Norris ended her remark-

ter than they were on paper and

take a 14-13 lead. The Golden

win the Eastern Division," Van

able freshman campaign lr.itI

we were at home They came

Flashes halted Bo's momentum

of
the
Year
Wednesday.

team in 1989. Both won a regular season division crown, but
Van De Walle believes both
teams were unable to redirect
their focus after winning regular

BG saw its impressive season
Falcons wave farewell to seniors

candidates

Western Michigan, Northern Michigan on rise
By Dorothy Wrona
ST«1I WRITER

For the last decade, the
CCHA has dominated college
hockey. When someone mentions this conference, its
perennial powers such as
Michigan or Michigan State
come to mind.
The Wolverines and the
Spartans still place high in
league standings and national
rankings, but this season two
other teams have made their
mark in these areas
Coming off a 10-15-3 season
in
1999-2000.
Western
Michigan was picked to finish
last in the 12-team league in
2000-01. However, the Broncos
have stunned their critics at
the start with a 5-0-2 league
record and are lied with
Michigan for third place in the
conference.
Western Michigan is also
getting national attention.
With their two-game sweep of
Ferris State over the weekend,
they earned a sixth place ranking for the second consecutive
week in the U.S. College
Hockey Online poll. Overall
they sport a 10-1-2 record.

CENTRAL COLLEGIATE
HOCKEY ASSOCIATION
NEWS AND NOTES
WESTERN MICHIGAN: Picked to finish last in the league at beginning
of season, have gotten off to a surprising 5-0-2 start in the league
NORTHERN MICHIGAN: Have been
ranked 14th in the nation by the
US College Hockey Online poll,
currently 5-4-3 in the league
MICHIGAN STATE: Had a pair of
victories against Minnesota and
Wisconsin at the College Hockey
Showcase. BG will host Fri/Sat.

After scoring a win and a tie at
Notre Dame over Thanksgiving
weekend, Northern Michigan has
emerged in national rankings.
The Wildcats cracked this week's
USCHO poll at number 14 in tlie
nation.
Northern Michigan is second
in the CCHA with a 5-4-3 record.
Overall they are 7-4-4.
However Michigan State and
Michigan can still top the conference standings and national
polls.
Michigan State holds first place
in the league after 5-0 victory over

league rival Lake Superior State
on Tuesday to improve to 7-1-1.
Over Thanksgiving weekend,
the Spartans faced two Western
Collegiate Hockey Association
opponents at the College Hockey
Showcase
in
Madison,
Wisconsin. They returned home
with a 3-2 victory over Minnesota
and a 6-2 win over host
Wisconsin. With their 10-1-2
overall record they maintain their
first place spot in the USCHO poll
for the second week in a row.
Michigan, who sports a 6-3-0
league record, is tied for third in
the CCHA with WMU. The
Wolverines, who also competed
in the College Hockey Showcase
this weekend, improved their
overall record to 10-3-2 with a 3-2
win over Wisconsin and a 4-1 win
over Minnesota. With the wins
.they move up two places to
number five in this week's
USCHO poll.
With
traditional
powers
Michigan State and Michigan
and emerging powers Northern
Michigan and Western Michigan
all nationally-ranked, the CCHA
continues to dominate college
hockey.

BG tews file plitXo

TOUGH CROWD: The BG hockey team is facing some tough competition in the Central Collegiate Hockey Association this season,
including perennial powerhouses Michigan and Michigan State, and
upstarts Northern Michigan and Western Michigan.

UNC-Wilmington defeats BG men's basketball, 91-76
BCSU SPORTS miORMAIION

Wilmington. NC - Junior Ed
Williams scored 28 points and
had nine rebounds as defending
CAA Tournament Champion
UNC Wilmington defeated
defending MAC regular season
champion, Bowling Green. 9176, in Wilmington. NC. UNCW
evens it record to 2-2. while BG
falls to 1-1 The Falcons return
home to face Duquesne.
Saturday. December 2 at 3:30
p.m.

second-half deficit with a conventional three-point play giving the Falcons its final lead of
the game at 62-61 with 9:10
remaining. From that point.
UNCW went on a nine-point
nm. keyed by a steal and dunk
by Williams togive the Seahawks
a 70-62 lead with 6:56 remain-

UNCW 91, BG 76
ED WILLIAMS: UNC-Wilmington
junior scored 28 points and had
nine rebounds.
LEN MATELA Falcon junior had 18
points and 11 rebounds, his 12th
career double-double
KEITH McLEOO: Falcon junior led
BG in scoring with 24 points.

ing.
The Falcons were led by
junior Keith McLeod who finished with 24 points' and six

Junior Len Matela helped

assists. Matela finished with his

BCSU rally from a seven-point

jjth career double-double with

18 points and 11 rebounds.
UNCW led 40-35 at halftime
and committed just nine
turnovers. BG shot 50 percent
from three-point range (6/12)
and had 20 turnovers.

N.C. WILMINGTON 91. BOWLING GREEN 76
BOWLING GREEN (1-1)
Pardon 2-7 7-8 11, Klassen 0-4 2-2 2, Matela 7-11 4-6 18, Jackson
4-70-09, McLeod 9-212-424, Almanson 0-10-00, Mattox 0-0 0-00.
Ryan l-40-03,Netter4-5 1-29.Totals27-60 16-2276.
N.C.-WILMINCTON (2-2)
Williams 11-194-6 28, Hare 1-50-12, Callahan 1-30-12,Thelmon
7-114-419, Blizzard 4-156-615. Justus 3-50-07. Bumette 1-10-03.
Terrell 3-8 2-5 8, Clifford 2-2 0-0 5. Green 1-10-0 2. Totals 34-70 162391.
Halftime—N.C.-Wilmington 40, Bowling Green 35. 3 point
Goals—Bowling Green 6-12 (McLeod 4-6, Jackson 1-1, Ryan 1-3,
Pardon 0-2). N.C.-Wilmington 7-17 (Williams 2-3. Justus 1-1,
Bumette 1-1. Clifford 1-1, Thelmon 1-3, Blizzard 1-5, Hare 0-2).
Fouled Out—Ryan. Rebounds—Bowling Green 36 (Matela 11),
N.C.-Wilmington 40 (Williams 9). Assists— Bowling Green 16
(Pardon 7), N.C.-Wilmington 15 (Thelmon 6). Total Fouls—Bowling
Green 21. MC.-Wilmington 20. Attendance—3.877.
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Carruth co-defendant denies lying
By Paul NOWPII
ASSOCIAIID PR E SS WRI'i H

protect a friend who sold him the
gun.

hatched the murder plot to avoid
having to pay child support —

"At that point in time you were

Adams was eight months' preg-

CHARLOTTE. N.C.- A co-

willing to tell a lie about what

nant. A member of the Carolina

defendant in the Rae Carmth

someone else had done in order

Panthers at the time. Carruth has

mutder trial Tuesday denied he

to protect a friend of yours,"

denied any involvement in tlie

was lying in court or had lied to

Rudolf asked. "If you are willing

shooting.

investigators.

to lie to protect a fiend of yours,

Michael Eugene Kennedy's

you would also be willing to lie to

testimony as a prosecution witness has dominated the first days
of the trial of the former NFL

protect yourself
Kennedy said: "No, sir I'm not
lying here on the stand."

offers

from

the

Weatherspoon

Tuesday night by the Cavaliers

Traylor. Also acquired this off

which

and forward J.R. Reid was placed

season

on the injured list.

Harpring and Bimbo Coles.

the shots were fired.

Carruth and two other men are

shooting of another drug dealer.

trayed the witness as a liar.
Lawyer David Rudolf said
police

statements

Kennedy

changed

showed
his story

about how another man. who
has confessed to being the trig
german, got the gun used in the

Kennedy said in one police
statement he bought the gun

T

said

have

he

four

believed

children."

Kennedy said. "Unlike Rae. I

and confessed triggerman Van

would never kill them or pay

Brett Watkins appeared to have

somebody to kill them."

fessed to shooting Adams, plead-

Carruth's defense team con-

Carruth. 26, could be executed

birth to a son. She died a month

another co-

defendant. Stanley Drew "Boss"

Kennedy testified he was dri-

cross examination.

Kennedy testified under pros-

Kennedy said he lied to police to

ecution questioning that Carruth

stellar forward Paul Pierce when

themselves into a powerhouse.

practice, but that it could be

he becomes a free agent in 2002

from

cle. Kennedy said he felt Carruth
had threatened his life.

Travel

"APICS"
General information meeting
Speaker: Mike Byrd
UP of Educational Support
Nov 30 © 7:30pm BA 110
•A 50/50 rattle will be held*

1111 Early Specials! Spring Break
Bahamas Party Cruise! 5 Days
$279' Includes Meals, Parlies! Awesome Beaches, Nightlife! Departs
Florida! Get Group - Go Free!!
springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386
#111 Spnng Break Specials! Cancun & Jamaica S389! Air, Hotel,
Free Meals, Drinks! Award Winning
Company! Get Group - Go Free!
Florida Vacations $129!
springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386
GO DIRECT! Internet-based company offering WHOLESALE Spring
Break packages! Call 1-800-3671252 or www.springbreakdirect.com.

additional

cast of characters comes into

minutes. However,

time

play.

any language
The task at hand is to win at
least 45 games and get into the
playoff; this year, and then try to

The early returns are in and
the Cavs may actually be further
along

than

Orlando

and

Milwaukee, who were picked as
the East's two best teams at season's start by Sports Illustrated.
The Cavs needed a fresh start.
This off-season got them that.

Catling is one of the league's

Now, what moves they make

best sixth men. an impact play-

and what luck they get slaying

er off the bench. Weatherspoon

healthy will determine if this

made the most of the opportuni-

compliments the Cavs' current

good start is a flash in the pan,

ty. I'm just going to go out there

big

now and try and be productive

Lamond Murray, who are both

and help the team any way I can."

scorers, as a rebounding force

two,

Andre

Miller and

or (he beginning of something

big.
TheChiel87@aol.com

Personals
1 out ot 3?
Whal does this mean?
Find out December 1st at 12-12:30
in between the BA & ED buildings.
Bring a canned food item
Pregnant? Get Tested.
Confidential, professional service.
354-4673 BGPC
SBX • SBX- SBX- SBX- SBX" SBX
Gel your personalized
graduation announcements
at SBX within 24 hours
SBX • SBX- SBX" SBX- SBX' SBX
Spice up
your Personal lirj

■Ml

Display Personal!!

Personals

the Cavs must start getting good
first. That is where this season's

Person said. "While I was out he

Campus Events

LAST CHANCE!!!
WANT TO TRAVEL AND GET
BGSU CREDIT?
Allond one of 165 colleges in the
U.S tor fall or one year while paying
BGSU tuition' No out-of-state fees!
Credits transfer! Explore1 New York!
California1 Hawaii! The Carolines!
THE NATIONAL STUDENT
EXCHANGE INFO SESSION:
Thursday, December 7 at 4:00pm.
Business Administration Bldg: Rm.
1003 For more details, call the NSE
program at 2-2501.

While Person was out, second
year guard Trajan Langdon got

Watkins. who shot Adams as she

I jjllljjjllljj|Ml||jlMjjjUl|jjlUjj I

Kwanzaa Celebration1 Dec Bin 68 30pm. Perry Field House. Tickets
on sale. CM4AI 424 Saddlemire
Bldg. Students S5. others $8, includes soul food buftel! Call 3722642 for more into

wave of teams that rebuild

Reid said he will continue to

trade

Milwaukee.

ving a car carrying Abraham and

stopped behind Carruth's vehi-

Place your ad @
204 West Hall
I !!"*!!!"'!!!"*!!!*"!!!■"!!!'"!!

the Cavs can be among the first

run at a player like the Celtics'

three-team

I'm not looking at it that way."

sat in her own car where it was

$1 per line.
$.75 extra for bold.

and Miami sliding downward,

under their mattress to make a

Person said he is not concerned

Adams' mother.

1 day prior to publication
by 2pm.

warts like Indiana. New York

Cavs can start stuffing money

knees. The 10-year veteran was

about having to battle for playing

later The boy is in the custody of
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Classified Deadline

with the current old guard stal-

expire in the near future so the

rately on murder charges.

bave him S 1(K) to buy the gun.

Campus Events

Conference is wide open, and

enough players whose contracts

Abraham, are to be tried sepa-

Kennedy testified that Carruth

to* in u

win a playoff series. The Eastern

utes. Also, it is one that has

Reid lias not played this season

like Pierce to come to Cleveland,

man bought it. On Monday.
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Tuesday's game against Boston.

cleared to play.

lier statement said the (rigger
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to play well lest they lose min-

because she made an obscene

killing of Adams. Adams. 24. gave
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on it that players have incentive

vated just before the start of

But in order to entice a player

if convicted of arranging the

NEWS
Classified Ads
372-6977

elbow since Nov. 14. He was acti-

another 2-to-4 weeks before he is

used In the slaying, but in an ear-

On

and one that has enough parity

promise to pay for drugs and

Kennedy and

a step in the right direction in

bruise in his right, shooting

Carruth.

gesture at Watkins from her car.

1997-98 form yet. but he's on the
floor and contributing, which is

that Randy Wiltman can coach,

because Carruth reneged on a

said Monday after court.

Adams

foot problems, isn't back to his

had been sidelined with a nerve

der and agreed to testify against

out the window, then their case

shot

Malt

tends

If (Kennedy's) credibility goes

Watkins

guards

Zydninas Ilgauskas, returning
after missing 22 months with

The resulting roster is one

acquired in June as part of a

Watkins to shoot Adams.

Robert

loose ball.

Person, averaging 7.4 points,

because of tendinitis in both

Kennedy said Carruth paid

were

and

ed guilty to second-degree mur-

goes out the window.' Rudolf

crime.

Kennedy

Before the trial, co-defendant

ness. Watkins had already con-

who

an elbow injury, was activated

killing of Adams.

been the prosecution's star wit-

Person,

because he felt he was innocent

dealing and his role in a 1994

Kennedy's testimony and por-

not afraid to dive hard after a

ing lineup in Golden State.

although he drove the car from

Carruth's girlfriend. Kennedy.

attack

Harpring is a floor runner who is

injured and can't crack the start

ter are Chris Catling, Clarence

held accountable in last year's

to

in Portland, and Sura is still

Cleveland's last eight games with

him questions about past drug

continued

vides veteran leadership, and

state

1999 slaying of Cherica Adams.

lawyer

better in the paint Coles pro-

Coast. Kemp is still overweight

In their place on the Cavs' ros-

Carruth and Watkins should be

Carruth's

been banished to the West

missed

On Monday. Rudolf attacked

Tuesday.

but seems to know how to use it

has

Kennedy's credibility by asking

resumed

Traylor has the size of Kemp,
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Wesley

masterminded the November

As defense cross-examination

Cavs rebuilding

-

player. Kennedy said Carruth

charged in the shooting.

Person
returns for
Cavs; Reid
back on IL
CLEVELAND

Kennedy said he rejected two
plea
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Be ahead of the game!
309 HIGH STREET
• 2 bedroom unfurnished
apartments
• Free gas heat, water and sewer
• Each apartment has a patio
• Private parking lot
• $545.BB per month, plus electric
for a 12 month lease

Rdd a ptiato or
special artwork

Lost/Found
SSS CASH REWARD SSS
For information leading to the arrest
and conviction of the party or parties
who STOLE the WFAL SOUND
SYSTEM from the basement of
West Hall during Thanksgiving
break. The system consisted of two
large speakers (approx. 3 teel high),
mixur amplifier, dual CD players,
and a dual tape deck. The party or
parties involved blatantly robbed a
student organization and BGSU students If you have any information,
please call the WFAL office at 3728658 or the campus police You can
remain anonymous.

'"Lose Weight Earn Money. Free
samples 800-837-5673.
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: M.W
TRACK & FIELD-NOV. 29.

(or as low as
$15 or $20!!!
Deadline--2 dags prior

NEWL9VE
Rentals

by 4:00pm.
Scholarship Opportunities for
freshmen and sophomores. Enroll in
Army ROTC and compete tor 2-S3year awards which cover tuition,
books & fees, ♦$200/mo. for expenses Call for details: 372-2476

Stop In @ 204 West Hall.
Call 372-6977 for more Information.
irSBURSARflBLrJ!

332 S. Main Si.
(our only office)
352-5620
www.newloverealty.com

Find It In
The BG News'.

SHARPEN YOUR
COMPETITIVE
EDGE WITH
AIR FORCE ROTC.

College of Technology
Research Poster Session
Friday, December 1
1:00 -3:00pm
220 Technology Bldg.

Faculty or groups from all areas of
Technology will be presenting diverse
research such as:
k

Learning Environments • Quality

^

Systems • Media Agility & Xmcdia
Publishing • Electronic vehicle
Development • MCO's Center for
Creative Instruction • Animatronics
Design • Design Visualiaition •
Presentation in Dynamic Medium •
Aviation Program Validation

Please Plan to Attend!

No matter what area
you've chosen for your college
major, you can enhance your competitive strengths now. Join Air Force
ROTC, and you'll begin the first steps toward
becoming an Air Force pilot, navigator, engineer,
manager - a range of different disciplines. Most important: your skills and managerial expertise will be built on
the solid foundations of leadership that are critical to
career success.
REGISTER NOW OR CALL CAPTAIN
BOB SCHOLL AT 372-2176, OR STOP BY
164 MEMORIAL HALL.

Leadership Excellence Starts Here

The Education Abroad Office of BGSU invites study abroad proposals from
undergraduate students who wish to go abroad during summer 2001, and/or
Spring 2002. Funding is available for students participating in programs at least
three weeks in length.
Proposal forms can be picked up at the Center for International Programs (1106
Offenhauer West) starting December 1, 2000. For more information, call 3720479.
Deadline: January 31, 2001

10 Wednesday. November 29.2000

BG NEWS
Wanted

Wanted

Wanted

Help Wanted

1 male sublsr needed ASAP Own
bdtm, nice apt Rent is $240 but will
negotiate Call Shawn @ 352-3689

Art student wanted tor interior design projects wall painting necessary, call Ann 419-872-6404.

Tickets for December Graduation
354-2233
Will Negotiate Price

Delivery & prep personnel (or Christmas break & spring semester. Apply
2-5at0iBenedetto's.

1/4 karat women's wedding set, engagement ring 8 band. Call 3546713.

Attention December Graduates
I need your graduation tickets!
Will pay S1 Call Brian 353-4357

Two December graduation tickets
needed. Will pay Call Matt at 419389-4591.

Daycare/Preschool looking (or talented, take charge individuals. Work
directly w/children & interface w/parents. Part-time hours available. Call
878-4190 for more information.

1984 BMW 3181 Needs new battery, runs well 153,000 mi. Call 3730440 Asking $2000 obo.

1 roommate tor spring semester
262 50/mo ♦ electric and phone.
Call 352-5952 ask for Kevin or
Adrian.
1 subleaser needed ror Dec 2000
thru Aug 2001 S380 mo plus util
Hillsdale Apts Call Dan 354-8036.
leave message.

Stop in and see us at

www.BGNews.com
*♦f*L3t<Zx

4 subleasers needed
Spring semester
Hillsdale Apts
Call 353-9440

ro>.

Wog

Cable Channel 6
5:30-Live
Re-broadcast at
10pm & 7:30am
Now on Fridays!
Wood County' s
only LIVE local
Television news
■_
source
_

Two December graduation tickets
needed Call Erin at 353-1762.
WANT TO FEEL YOU'VE DONE A
GOOD DEED THIS CHRISTMAS?
HELP MY FAMILY SEE ME GRADUATE! I WILL PAY FOR 2 OF
YOUR EXTRA GRADUATION
TICKETS! Call Kate ® (614) 2926861 or e-mail at
katewedd

Female subleaser needed Own
room Move in now, rent starts Dec.
1 S218 • utilities Call Amanda at
354-8271

Wanted to Rent
Industrial/Warehouse type room or
area
Call 419-637-2428 or 3721687.

Female subleasers needed for summer of 2001. New house on Third
St Call 372-4924

Help Wanted

Graduation Tickets Wanted
Will Pay
Call Brian at 372-4800.
Need 1 female roommate ASAP.
Call 354-6713.
Need 1 graduation ticket immediate-

ly Call 353-9440
Need 4 Grad tickets' Will pay SI!
CallJenn@ 353-8197.
Need December graduation tickets
Will pay S Call Mandy 354-5273.
Need December Graduation Tickets.
Will Pay SS
Call Arun at 372-6546
Need graduation tickets. Whole family coming from Virginia. Will pay"
Cal' Kelly collect 440-322-4633.

S10 AN HOUR & COMMISSION!!!!
TRUGREENCHEMLAWN is currently iook,ng lor energetic cand±
dales who seek to make good money while improving their communication skills through telephone sales.
' Make up to S15 an hour!!
* S200 sign on bonus!!
* No experience necessary!!
* Work in a fun environment with fun
people!'
' Work for an employer who is willing to work around existing school or
work schedule!!
' Full and Part-time positions available!!
' Give us a call ■ we'll talk to everyone!!
Call Neal at 14191874-5004 or fax
resume to (4191874-7107 to see

Still need grad tix for Dec ! Robin
352-5848 _
Subleaser tor spring. S280/mo. Near

help you further your career!!
Attention Musician!
Rock band seeks bass player
call 419-637-2428 or 372-1687

campus. 352-4265
Subleaser needed ASAP Own bedroom & bathroom Male or female
Call 354-1834.
Subleasers needed beginning January 13 2/3 bedroom house, big
kitchen and porch, close to campus
and downtown. S555'month. 208 E.
Merry Apt A Please call Sarah or
Angela 352-3164

SELL TRIPS
EARN CASH
1-800-648-4849
www.ststrQvel.com GO FREE!!!

Cla-Zel Theatre

Downtown BG. * 353-1361
www.greateastem hollywood.com

•t

Babysitter wanted in Perrysburg.
own transportation, S6/hr. Call Ann,
(419)872-6404.
Cashiers hiring immediately, 3rd
shift, full and pan time available.
Benefits and commission upon hire.
Apply within. BP Oil. 1670 E. Wooster.

Don't get left out in the

COLD!
824 SIXTH STREET
• 2 bedroom unfurnished
apartments
• Free gas heat, water & sewer
• Each apartment has a balcony
or patio
• Washer/dryer on the premises
• Some with microwaves

NEWIWE
Rentals
•t

Management Inc.

FALL. OPENINGS /
SIGNING LEASES
NOW

332 S. Main St.
(our only office)
352-5620
www.ncwloverealty.com

/(fEfcCA
Management Inc.
llll.l.SDAI.K lOWNIIOlSt
3 Bdriu/Ful! Basements

Air Condllion/Dishwashei
Garbajie Disposal/2 Balhs

&

Men's & Women's Track & Field
Meet entries due Nov. 29

Evergreen Apt. 215 I-

Poe

Studios. Large I BJrm.
LjiinUry on site

Smris at S250-Call 353-5800

/vlE^CA

Management Inc.
I Win/si It- Apts. 710 N lintcrprisc
I & 2 BdrnVAir Condition
Dislnvasher/Garhage Disposal
2 Bdrms have washer/dryer in (hem
Starts at $410 Call 353-5800

Afl&CA
Management Inc.
(ireen Heaver Apt. 642 S College

Immediate full & part-time teachers
needed Stay & Play Day care Preschool, Inc is looking for energetic &
reliable people who love to work
with young children Morning & afternoon hrs. avail. Send resume to
Stay & Play Day care Preschool,
Inc 3120 S. Byrne Rd Toledo OH
43614
Law firm seeks part-time
recepttonist/secretary for 2 or 3
mornings per week Call 352-4621.
Line Cook - liberal starting wage
Apply in person at
Kaufman's at the Lodge
1628E. Wooster
Need Extra Money? Still In
school? Have we got a job for you
$7.50 to start, $7 72 after 30 days
Two shifts 1o choose from. 6:30am11:30am or noon to 5pm 4 to 5
days per week. We can even be
more flexible to accommodate your
schedules 10 minutes from Bowling
Green near Weston Apply in person
at 20584 Long Judson Rd Call 8321641 for directions.
Office cleaning, evenings. 10-12
hrs/week. own trans, required. Call

352-5822.
4>M *M «t»M 4>M 4»M 4»M 4>M 1>M
Phi Mu is in search of a House
Steward for the 2001 spring
semester! For more information
please call Nik. at 372-3208.
4»M «PM *»M 'I'M »M 4>M «t»M 4>M

For Sale: Playstation 2, Sealed,

$600.00.373-1917
HONDAS FROM $500! Police impounds and tax repos! For listings 1800-719-3001 exl4558.
145 Troup: 2 story, Full Basement, 4
BR. 1 1/2 Bath, Dining Room. Central An, Porch. Deck, Garage, Many
improvements since 1995. Immediate Possession 354-4083 OR (419)

925-4550.
IBM Aptiva Desktop Computer-good
condition, 266 Mhz, 4 GB. S600 obo.
Call 372-1685. leave a message
Misc apt. furniture lor sale. Dresser,
night stand, living room chair, love
seat Call Melody at 354-4084.

For Rent
" 2001-2002 listings available "
Will mail or pick-up at office 316 E
Merry »3 or call 3530325
"Apartment for rent, starting 01/01
353-0325.
1 or 2 male subleasers needed for
college house Call Megan or Manssa al 352-8034.
1 subleaser needed for Spring 2001.
Close to campus, $200<mo » utilities. Call 354-4184.
1, 2 and 3 Bedroom Apartments
From Only
$430
Private Entrance
•
Patio
Spacious Kitchen
Small Pets Welcome!
Varsity Square Apts.
353-7715
3 bedrm house. 1/2 block from
campus Available Jan. 1st Call
353-3855.
' "BOWLING GREEN
COMMERCIAL SPACE
-3.200 sq. ft.-1616 E Wooster
Greenwood Centre, across from
BGSU stadium & Rl 75 $8 65/sq
ft -♦ cam/nnn
-2,200 sq It -1616 E Wooster
Greenwood Centre, across from
BGSU stadium & Rt 75.
$8.65/sq ft- ♦ cam/nnn
-1,200 sq ft -Professional Office
Space Convenient Location with
parking
-Industrial Lease-Will build to suit up
to 30.000 sq ft Woodbndge II at Rt
75
Mecca Management Inc.,
419-353-5800
Charing Cross Apartments has short
term leases Call about our winter
lime special 3520590.
Houses « Apts lor 2001 -2002
school year 1 to 4 person homes
avail.-12 mo leases only Sieve
Smith. 352-8917 or 308-2710 No
calls after 8pm-Lisimg at 532 Manville
Houses 2001 - 2002
Still have houses a.ailable
Call for Listings
Frobose Rentals - 352-9392
Leasing for next school year: 3 bedroom duplex available, August 15th
2001 Call 352 4773
Live in the "Igloo" starting Jan. '01
For more info call
Staceyor Tracy ©353-7236
Professor will share large home with
graduate student or other professor,

Premier gentlemen's club now
hiring dancers. Possible benefits.
Will train. 734-848-4379, Mon-Fri after 3pm.

large wooded lot. 2 wood burning
lire places, $275/ including utilities;
call 352-5523 after 7pm and leave
message.

Reliable grad student available for
babysitting Weds & Thurs evenings
ft weekends. Call 372-9110.

Subleaser needed for 1 bdrm apt
Very large. Available at the end of
December Call 352-6947

Wanted Dancers, waitstatt. apply
after 5pm. 5801 Telegraph. Toledo,
OH or call 419-476-6640

Subleaser needed for clean, spacious. 1 bdrm apt. Great location
Call Erin at 353-1762

OUTDOOR PROGRAMS
Winter Break Snowshoeing Trip
H.irlovv Lake in Marquctte, Ml
January 6- January 11, 2001
Sk» LcMtt/Eiee-UofK
Hig»vior-intermeoV>ia/Strenuo«*

House. II sending electronically, entries are due by noon

Sprirfti 2001 I'ractirum opportunities
in the Inir.iiinir.il Office for
Recreation and Sport Management
majors are available. Applications
are available in 130 Perry Field
House. Interviews will be held
December 4-5.

SPORT CLUBS

Management Inc.

HICKORY FARMS CALL CENTER
SERVICE
REPRESENTATIVES
SEASONAL $7.50 +
Hickory Farms is now hiring full and
part-time seasonal Service Representatives to input orders into our
seasonal processing system and respond to customer inquires regarding the status of their order Positions are also open for clericals and
mail order processors S 50 per hour
increase after customer service
training. Positions are open now
through February on day and evening shifts, during the week and on
weekends. Must have computer and
typing skills We offer attendance incentives. 40% employee discount,
flexible scheduling, and professional
supervision. Apply in person MonFri. 9am-7pm. & Sat.. 10am-2pm.
Hickory Farms Corporate Office,
1505 Holland Rd. Maumee. OH.
EOE

ll hand-delivering, due bv 3:00pm to 130 Parry Field

wushcr/dryoi hook up
LOTS Ol- SPACE

AlEfcCA

EASY WALK FROM CAMPUS
Work part-time, full-time, even put in
over-time hours, around your college and personal schedule. Work a
minimum of 15 hours per week or 40
hours plus over-time. Many college
students work here. Starting pay is
$5.30 per hour with an automatic
S 25 per hour increase to $5.55 after
100 hours of service with the company. These are unskilled jobs
involving assembling and packaging
small parts. Apply in person between the hours of 9:00am and
5:00pm (Monday-Friday) at
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS, INC., 428 Clough Street.
Bowling Green, Ohio, only 2 blocks
from campus noar Kinko's and Dairy
Queen next to the railroad tracks.

1990 Chevy Corsica LTZ, auto. air.
CD, asking $2000 obo 823 4031

[www.bgsu.edu/recsports
INTRAMURAL ACTIVITIES

Management Int.
Hillsdale Apis. 1082 Rurview,
I Bdrm & 2 Bdnn
Air condition/Dishwasher
Ciar'iage Disposal
2 Bdrm washer/dryer hook-up
Starts at SWO-Call 353-5800

Desk clerks needed for local motel.
Shifts avail, are 4-12 & 12-8am, 2-4
shifts/wk. some weekends. $6/hr, inquire Q Buckeye Inn, M-F, 8-4.

WANTED
3 graduation tickets
353-1747

Spacious 2 bdrm apt. in Hillsdale
Lease starts Dec 23rd Call 3525772

Acopulco
Cancun
Jamaica
Bahamo
Florido
Euro

■ «tt

Faculty member, resident ot Ann Arbor, wishes to rent private room in
BG home for 3-4 nights per week.
Female. 50"s. non-smoker Flexible
regarding arrangements Office
number 2-7827 (Monday through
Thursday). Ann Arbor home number
734-973-6627, Fnday through Sunday.

For Sale

Woman's Ice Hockey versus Univ. of Michigan
Saturday. December 2 at 9:45pm
BGSU ice Arena

P.«-[t. ,i.«u Limit: 1
COMII

t__*

&

Van Tramportatfen, 4 Night* L«"S»g *
RutUc Cabin*. Ecftipmenl SnoMinoev
Pol... UuUuh*. Ew^lion Mitten*, -W
Degree MaaiUna Basal. a* meal* on *,tc
MCtudetB Wednmday dinner In
Uarquette.

Pre-tHp Meeting:
Dtctmbor 6 at SiOOpm m the Penr, FWd How*e
Mooting Room
Recommended WocfcwSop:
Winter Camp*ne/Sno-»hoeaig Wor+*hop December 4 at
fcOOpm in the Perrr Fueol How** Meeting Room

Sign up in the SRC Main Office

*^»m Km m***

Synchronized Skating Exhibition
BGSU Hockey game versus Michigan State
Friday, December 1

SPECIAL PROGRAMS
HOLIDAY SKI TRIP
Rec Sports Ski Trip
January 3-9, 2001
Trip Includes:
6 nights lodging
4 nut O' 5 days lift tickets
airfare from Detroit
transportation to iki
resort
and much more...
'purchase this trip and .
receive a hall-day
sknng tree

y

Steamboat Ski Area, CO

ays of Wcllncss
' Thu tun and oaiy way to a ntolihy
holtaar toaton

Game.

December 4-December 15
This FREE program
Includes fun game*,
cool prizes and helps
YOU enjoy a healthy
and happy holiday
season. Sign up in the
SRC Main Office.

[Test your skill with
NTN Interactive Sports &
Trivia Games!]

3 Bdrm Townhouse*

2 car garages
v. asher/dryer
I 1/2 Baths
Stop by our office al 1045 N.
MainSI. for complete lisiing or
Call 353-5800.
wvtw.wcnet.org/-mecca

STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
MARK YOUR CALENDARS!
Rec Sports will be accepting applications
January 29-30.2001. More
information to follow.

FITWELL CENTER
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Food's never been
this much fun!

